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Company: My VA Support, Inc.

Location: bogota

Category: architecture-and-engineering

This is a remote position. Employment Type: Contract (Service Provision)As the hiring

company, we will not assume any payment for social security or taxes tha each

contractor is responsible for in accordance with Colombian laws and regulations. Work Hours:

Monday to Friday, 100% Remote Salary: Negotiable based on experience and salary

expectations At MyVA Support, we are seeking a highly skilled Senior Architect with

extensive experience in using Revit and AutoCAD for architectural projects. This role is ideal

for someone who thrives in a remote working environment and is adept at managing

projects with precision and creativity. Key Responsibilities: - Lead the development and

execution of architectural designs using Revit and AutoCAD. - Manage all phases of

architectural projects from initial concept through design development, ensuring alignment

with client requirements and industry standards. - Provide expert guidance and

mentorship to project teams, ensuring high-quality outcomes. - Collaborate with stakeholders

to define project scopes, timelines, and deliverables. - Utilize advanced design and

modeling techniques to create innovative solutions for complex architectural challenges. -

Ensure compliance with all applicable codes and regulations, particularly for projects based in

or related to the state of Florida. This job description provides a comprehensive overview

that should attract highly qualified candidates who are adept at working remotely and have

the necessary technical and interpersonal skills. Requirements - Bachelors or Masters

degree in Architecture. - Minimum of 10 years of professional experience in architectural

design and project management. - Profound expertise in Revit and AutoCAD. -

Demonstrated experience working with clients in the U.S., preferably in Florida. - B2+ level
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proficiency in English; ability to communicate effectively with diverse teams and

stakeholders. - Prior experience in a remote working environment preferred. - Ability to

manage multiple projects simultaneously with high attention to detail. Desirable: -

Experience with architectural firms located in Florida - Proven track record of successful project

management and delivery within specified timelines. - Strong interpersonal and

communication skills. Application Process: Interested candidates should submit a resume

detailing their qualifications and experiences related to the requirements listed. Please

highlight any specific projects or achievements related to architectural design using Revit

and AutoCAD, particularly those that demonstrate experience with American clients.

Benefits - The flexibility of a 100% remote work environment. - A structured Monday to

Friday schedule, 45 hours per week. - Competitive salary reflective of your skills and

experience. Ready to redefine luxury living spaces with your expertise? Apply

now:https://zurl.to/0mfO?source=CareerSite We are excited to envision the future of luxury

design with you.

REVIT- AUTOCAD

5+ years

- Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Architecture. - Minimum of 10 years of professional

experience in architectural design and project management. - Profound expertise in Revit

and AutoCAD. - Demonstrated experience working with clients in the U.S., preferably in

Florida. - B2+ level proficiency in English; ability to communicate effectively with diverse

teams and stakeholders. - Prior experience in a remote working environment preferred. -

Ability to manage multiple projects simultaneously with high attention to detail. Desirable:

- Experience with architectural firms located in Florida - Proven track record of successful project

management and delivery within specified timelines. - Strong interpersonal and

communication skills. Application Process: Interested candidates should submit a resume

detailing their qualifications and experiences related to the requirements listed. Please

highlight any specific projects or achievements related to architectural design using Revit

and AutoCAD, particularly those that demonstrate experience with American clients.
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